1 Introduction
==============

The explosive growth of single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) data in recent years has led to important biological discoveries ([@btaa148-B11]; [@btaa148-B14]; [@btaa148-B18]). Nevertheless, due to the low starting amounts of transcripts, a problem manifested in scRNA-seq data is the 'dropout effect' which results in many false zero values in the data ([@btaa148-B8]) posing challenges for downstream analyses ([@btaa148-B6]). To alleviate this problem, in addition to efforts to resolve technical issues, e.g. improving the transcript capture efficiency, imputation algorithms specific to scRNA-seq data have been developed for predicting those missing values due to dropouts. Some methods have been proposed integrating imputation with other processing tasks, such as normalization, batch effect correction and clustering ([@btaa148-B10]; [@btaa148-B13]). It is important, however, that imputation is also treated in isolation as simple dropout correction, so that users can have the option of building analysis pipelines processing dropout-corrected data specifically designed for their own particular tasks. The following five imputation methods: MAGIC ([@btaa148-B15]); SAVER ([@btaa148-B5]); scImpute ([@btaa148-B7]); DrImpute ([@btaa148-B4]); and VIPER ([@btaa148-B2]) are among the most widely used, and they rely on predicting values based on information from either similar cells or similar genes, using various approaches. All of these methods are constrained by several restrictions ([Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

2 Materials and methods
=======================

Here we propose a novel scRNA-seq imputation approach, called 2DImpute (see detailed description in [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In brief, 2DImpute distinguishes dropout-suspected events from true biological zeros by using Jaccard distance-based cell-to-cell relationships and then imputes those predicted dropouts by leveraging the interrelationships across both genes and cells as follows. It first identifies co-expression signatures using the unsupervised 'attractor metagene' algorithm ([@btaa148-B3]) and imputes spurious zeros for the genes that are involved in such signatures. It then performs imputation on the remaining dropout values based on cell-to-cell relationships through k nearest neighbor regression across cells, making use of the previously imputed values of the co-expressed genes.

Because scRNA-seq datasets profiled from different protocols have distinct characteristics ([@btaa148-B12]), analyzing the performance of imputation on data profiled by various protocols could provide a more comprehensive assessment for each method. Therefore, to evaluate methods, we selected recently published, high quality, real scRNA-seq datasets ([@btaa148-B1]; [@btaa148-B8731604]; [@btaa148-B17]) profiled on three prevalent scRNA-seq protocols (Smart-seq2, inDrop and 10× Genomics Chromium). Each dataset contains ∼3000 cells and all data were pre-processed accordingly before imputation ([Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To evaluate and compare different imputation techniques, we used three types of figure of merit based on several known facts serving as ground truth ([Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3 Results
=========

We measured the accuracy of recovering artificially masked non-zeros ([@btaa148-B7]; [@btaa148-B9]) by different imputation methods in each scRNA-seq dataset. Using different evaluation metrics, 2DImpute stayed as the top performer, whereas other methods showed worse and unstable performance when applied to different datasets ([Fig. 1a](#btaa148-F1){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Fig. S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Evaluation of 2DImpute in comparison with other imputation methods. (**a**) Imputation accuracy measured by Pearson correlation between imputed and actual values for non-zero values, which were artificially masked to zero. The masking ratio (2%, 5%, 10% and 20%) is defined as the percentage of a set of non-zero entries in the data matrix ([Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). (**b**) Violin plots showing the distributions of universally expressed gene CD45 and the macrophage-specific gene CD68 before (annotated as 'unimputed') and after imputation. (**c**) Bar plots corresponding to the mean pairwise cell-to-cell Spearman correlation in data without and with imputation, in which error bars corresponds to 1 SD; '293T' and 'Jurkat' represent the 'intra-cell' correlations for the two cell types, respectively; 'between' represents the 'inter-cell' correlations](btaa148f1){#btaa148-F1}

We also evaluated the accuracy of distinguishing true from false zeros, using two methods. First, we compared imputation methods in the particular case of fluorescence-activated cell sorting purified cells ([@btaa148-B1]), in which case we have the ground truth that all zeros in the fluorescent labeling gene (which is CD45 in this case) are false and in need of imputation. As shown in [Figure 1b](#btaa148-F1){ref-type="fig"}, 2DImpute is the only method that combines (i) the correct prediction that all zeros in CD45 are dropouts and has them imputed, while also (ii) retaining a separation between predicted true and false zeros for other genes (e.g. macrophage marker CD68). In addition, we validated the results in cases of other genes and datasets ([Supplementary Figs S2 and S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Second, we used Splatter-simulated ([@btaa148-B16]) datasets to provide ground truth for true-versus-false zeros ([Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The results showed that 2DImpute is the only method that had balanced performance ([Supplementary Table S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), by simultaneously exhibiting high sensitivity and high specificity (\>0.5 for both).

Furthermore, we assessed imputation methods by examining their ability to recover cell-to-cell relationships by only strengthening 'intra-cell' correlations using a dataset consisting of a 50%:50% mixture of Jurkat cells and 293T cells ([@btaa148-B17]). 2DImpute was the only method that not only successfully reinforced the intra-cell correlation but also kept the inter-cell correlation to a low level ([Fig. 1c](#btaa148-F1){ref-type="fig"}). We obtained consistent results by using Pearson correlation ([Supplementary Fig. S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We also assessed the effects of imputation on gene-to-gene correlations by designing experiments based on permuted real data ([Supplementary Table S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Imputation techniques are not required to be implemented in real-time; therefore, low computational complexity is not a fundamental requirement as long as it is reasonable. We compared the computational efficiencies of various methods, concluding that 2DImpute has reasonable complexity ([Supplementary Table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found that MAGIC was the fastest method, whereas VIPER had particularly slow performance in some cases.

4 Discussion
============

In conclusion, each of the prevalent methods has several drawbacks, while 2DImpute tends to balance the benefit of effective imputation and the risk of over imputation. It distinguishes dropouts from true zeros and leverages interrelationships both among genes and among cells. The algorithm does not require prior knowledge of the number of cell sub-populations; it does not make arbitrary assumptions of statistical models for expression distributions and is robust for use in various prevalent scRNA-seq platforms. Improvements in scRNA-seq imputation techniques will benefit subsequent analyses in many aspects, including network analysis, which is currently limited by false zero values.
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